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Donald Trumps presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought wed be asking: Is our
democracy in danger? Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have spent more than twenty
years studying the breakdown of democracies in Europe and Latin America, and they believe the answer is
yes. Democracy no longer ends with a bangin a revolution or military coupbut with a whimper: the slow,

steady weakening of critical institutions, such as the judiciary and the press, and the gradual erosion of long-
standing political norms. The good news is that there are several exit ramps on the road to authoritarianism.
The bad news is that, by electing Trump, we have already passed the first one.Drawing on decades of research
and a wide range of historical and global examples, from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey,
and Venezuela, to the American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt show how democracies dieand

how ours can be saved.

We have been colleagues for 15 years thinking writing and teaching students about failures of democracy in
other places and timesEuropes dark 1930s Latin Americas repressive 1970s. If we want in other words to

protect our democracy from dying we need more books about why democracies die as well. Fish Truthdig. He
spoke via video link from Boston.
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Financial Times A powerful wakeup call. How Democracies Die I have been trying for months to understand
what has happened in the US to bring us to the Trump presidency. So it turns out that nowadays democracy
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seldom dies through violent coup détat. Selain itu buku How Democracies Die juga mengulas soal fenomena
serupa di Brasil Filipina hingga Venezuela. Democracies may die at the hands not of generals but of elected
leaders. More often though democracies erode slowly in barely visible steps. How Democracies Die Ebook

written by Steven Levitsky Daniel Ziblatt.
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